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The Localized Reduced Basis Multiscale
method for two-phase flows in porous media
S. Kaulmann∗†, B. Flemisch‡, B. Haasdonk†,
K.-A. Lie§, and M. Ohlberger∗
In this work, we propose a novel model order reduction approach for two-
phase flow in porous media by introducing a formulation in which the mo-
bility, which realizes the coupling between phase saturations and phase pres-
sures, is regarded as a parameter to the pressure equation. Using this for-
mulation, we introduce the Localized Reduced Basis Multiscale method to
obtain a low-dimensional surrogate of the high-dimensional pressure equa-
tion. By applying ideas from model order reduction for parametrized partial
differential equations, we are able to split the computational effort for solv-
ing the pressure equation into a costly offline step that is performed only
once and an inexpensive online step that is carried out in every time step
of the two-phase flow simulation, which is thereby largely accelerated. Us-
age of elements from numerical multiscale methods allows us to displace the
computational intensity between the offline and online step to reach an ideal
runtime at acceptable error increase for the two-phase flow simulation.
1 Introduction
Real-world applications of two-phase flow in a porous medium are often characterized by
large disparities in physical scales in the sense that local variations in the permeability
and porosity of the porous medium may strongly affect flow patterns on scales that are
orders of magnitude larger. To accurately resolve the effects of local variations, one
easily ends up with equation systems (for pressures and phase saturations) that may
contain millions of unknowns. Although (non)linear systems of this size obviously can
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be solved within a reasonable time-frame using high-performance computing, there are
also many engineering workflows in which high-performance computing is infeasible or
impossible. In this work, we will therefore discuss methods for accelerating the compu-
tation. To this end, we will focus on sequential simulation methods in which the flow
and transport are solved in separate steps, and in which updating the flow pattern is
the most computationally expensive part.
The classical approach to reducing the size of the discrete simulation model is to
upscale the problem. That is, use a numerical method for calculating effective parameters
and functions on a coarser scale that represent the local flow effect of the unresolved
scale in an averaged sense. Standard upscaling methods solve representative fine-scale
(flow or transport) problems to calculate averaged quantities (such as permeabilities,
transmissibilities, etc.). There are both local and global upscaling methods. Local
methods choose sub-domains of a size much smaller than the global scale (e.g., the size
of one coarse grid block) and calculate effective parameters locally for each of these sub-
domains. Global methods solve representative fine-scale problems on the global scale.
Local methods can be further extended to (adaptive) local-global methods. In this case,
a downscaling step is added to the method to approximate local fine-scale boundary
conditions from the global coarse-scale solution. Excellent overviews of upscaling method
can be found in, e.g., [1, 2].
A related, but more recent approach is to use so-called multiscale methods that try
to incorporate fine-scale information into the set of coarse-scale equations in a way that
is consistent with the local property of the differential operator [3, 4]. There are many
different multiscale methods: Hughes et al. [5] introduced the Variational Multiscale
method as a general framework for constructing hierarchical approximation spaces for
Dirichlet-type problems. The Multiscale Finite-Element method [6] uses solutions to lo-
cal fine-scale problems to incorporate fine-scale details into coarse-scale basis functions; a
recent development in this direction is the Generalized Multiscale Finite-Element method
[7]. The Mixed Multiscale Finite-Element method [8, 9] is based on the same principles
but in addition allows for mass-conserving reconstruction of the fine-scale velocities. Re-
lated methods include the Numerical Subgrid Upscaling method [10] and the Multiscale
Mortar method [11]. In the Multiscale Finite-Volume method [12], the underlying idea
is to construct coarse-scale transmissibilities that account for fine-scale effects and lead
to a multi-point approximation for the Finite-Volume discretization on the coarse scale.
Recently, a more robust Two-Point Finite-Volume method was proposed [13]. In [14],
an adaptive version of the Heterogeneous Multiscale method [15], which aims at cap-
turing the macroscopic scale of the problem by estimating necessary information from a
microscopic model, was applied to immiscible two-phase flows in porous media. Finally,
Henning et al. [16] recently applied the Partition of Unity method in the multiscale con-
text as a means for reliable numerical homogenization for elliptic equations with rough
coefficients.
Reduced Basis (RB) methods represent an approach for model order reduction for
parametrized partial differential equations, which has gained large popularity in the last
decade. In numerous publications, these methods have proven to be versatile tools for
reducing the computational effort for stationary problems [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] as well as for
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linear [22, 23] and nonlinear [24] parabolic problems, and linear [25, 26] and nonlinear
[27] hyperbolic problems. Applications to two-phase flow in porous media exist [28].
Considered parametrizations cover initial, source and boundary data, geometries and
material- and control-factors.
The key idea of RB methods is to introduce two computational phases: an offline and
an online phase. During the computationally demanding offline phase, a set of solutions
to the parametrized equation at hand, so-called snapshots, are computed for different
parameters using a Greedy-type algorithm [29]. From these snapshots, a reduced ba-
sis is computed and the offline-phase is concluded by projecting the high-dimensional
discretization onto the reduced basis, giving rise to a reduced-dimensional equation.
During the online phase, a solution for a given parameter is computed by solving
the reduced equation. Using the common assumption of parameter-separability or affine
parameter dependence [20], a complete decoupling of the offline and online phases be-
comes straightforward. Hence, the computational effort during the online phase does
not depend on the dimension of the underlying fine discretization and decisive speedups
over the latter are possible at marginal loss of accuracy. If the assumption of parameter-
separability cannot be fulfilled for the equation at hand, techniques like the Empirical
Interpolation method [30, 31] can be used.
Herein, we will study the Localized Reduced Basis Multiscale method (LRBMS), which
was originally introduced for general parametrized elliptic problems in [32, 33], and which
is not limited to the current two-phase flow setting. The method allows parametrizations
like boundary, initial or source data, but those will be neglected in this work in order to
concentrate on the new parametrization introduced below. Application of the LRBMS
method yields a potentially costly offline phase, in which localized reduced-dimensional
bases for the pressure are computed. These bases then operate as low-dimensional sur-
rogates of the high-dimensional Discontinuous Galerkin discretization during the actual
two-phase flow simulation (here referred to as the online phase). The online phase is car-
ried out using a sequential splitting scheme to decouple the high-dimensional saturation
equation and reduced-dimensional pressure equation.
A key point in this contribution is the use of the so-called time-of-flight τ to pa-
rametrize our two-phase model. The time-of-flight is the time it takes for an inert
particle to travel along a pathline from the closest point on the inflow boundary and
to a given point inside the domain, or alternatively, the time it takes for a particle to
travel from a given interior point and to the closest point on the outflow boundary. In
the absence of gravity, the three-dimensional Eulerian equations that describe how fluid
phases are transported, can be transformed into a family of one-dimensional equations
in Lagrangian coordinates (i.e., along streamlines). Here, τ plays the role as the spatial
coordinate for each one-dimensional transport equation. The time-of-flight therefore
carries valuable information about the characteristics of the flow, and our idea is to use
τ s(x), defined for a given spatial point x and a given saturation snapshot s, as a means to
efficiently compute a limited number of mobility profiles Λ1, . . . ,ΛM , which are assumed
to approximate the actual mobility λ(s) for a given saturation s via λ(s) ≈∑µiΛi for
a given parameter µ ∈ RM . The coupling between the saturation and pressure equation
via the mobility is now replaced by a coupling via the parameter µ and we apply model
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order reduction techniques for parametrized problems to the pressure equation, now
being parametrized by µ.
The approximation quality of the reduced system is typically controlled using a-
posteriori error estimators. In a recent work, Schindler et al. [34] introduced a localized
a-posteriori error estimate perfectly fit for the localized method introduced in Section
4. Another suitable estimate was recently introduced in [35].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: After introducing the details of the two-
phase flow setting in the next section, we will describe its high-dimensional discretization
in Section 3. Section 4 is dedicated to the derivation of the Localized Reduced Basis
Multiscale method and Section 5 gives details on the coupling between the reduced
pressure equation and the high-dimensional saturation equation. Finally, in Section 6,
we demonstrate the applicability of the method in numerical experiments.
2 Model Problem
In this section, we introduce the mathematical model of two-phase flow that will be
used throughout the rest of this work. Our model problem is the flow of two phases
in a spatio-temporal domain Ω × [0, T ] ⊂ Rd × R+ where d ∈ {2, 3} denotes the space
dimension. We use a global pressure, total velocity formulation for two incompressible,
immiscible fluids that includes gravity but no capillary effects. This yields the equation
for the unknown pressure p
−∇ ·
(
λ(s)κ∇p− κ[λw(s)%w + λo(s)%o]G) = q1 in Ω× [0, T ], (1)
where %w and %o denote the densities for the wetting and non-wetting phases, respec-
tively, and G is the gravitational force vector G = (0, 0,−g)τ , with g being the gravi-
tational acceleration. Furthermore, κ denotes the total permeability and the functions
λw, λo, λ : [0, 1]→ R+ denote the wetting, non-wetting and total mobility, given by
λw(s) =
krw(s)
ηw
, λo(s) =
kro(s)
ηo
, λ(s) = λw(s) + λo(s), (2)
where ηw and ηo are the viscosities of the wetting and non-wetting phase, respectively
and the relative permeabilities krw and kro are given functions of the saturation s of the
wetting phase.
Using Darcy’s law, the total velocity u is given by
u = −λ(s)κ∇p+ κ[λw(s)%w + λo(s)%o]G in Ω× [0, T ], (3)
and enters the transport equation for the saturation s,
φ∂ts+∇ ·
(
fw(s)
[
u+ κλo(s)(%w − %o)G
])
= q2 in Ω× [0, T ]. (4)
Here, φ denotes the porosity of the porous medium and the fractional flow of water fw
is given by
fw(s) =
λw(s)
λw(s) + λo(s)
. (5)
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The above three equations for the pressure (1), velocity (3) and saturation (4) are
equipped with the boundary conditions
s = sD in ∂Ωs,d × [0, T ],
−λ(s)κ∇p · n = vN in ∂Ωp,n × [0, T ],
p = pD in ∂Ωp,d × [0, T ],
(6)
on the inflow boundary for the saturation ∂Ωs,d and on the Dirichlet and Neumann
boundaries for the pressure ∂Ωp,d, ∂Ωp,n. Further, we impose initial conditions
s(·, 0) = s0 in Ω. (7)
3 High-Dimensional Discretization
This section is dedicated to the exposition of the so-called high-dimensional discretization
of problem (1)–(6). The term high-dimensional is used here to indicate the antonym of
the reduced (low-dimensional) discretization, cf. Section 1.
Different schemes are frequently used to discretize Equations (1)-(6). A tendency
towards finite-volume-type schemes can be observed in the literature because they are
motivated by local conservation properties. As it will prove advantageous in the analysis
of our reduced method, we will use a Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) discretization with
arbitrary local polynomial degree. In particular, we have found the Symmetric Weighted
Interior-Penalty (SWIP) DG method [36], including the total velocity reconstruction
presented therein, to be very robust and it is therefore our method of choice in the
following.
3.1 Discretization
As a first step towards a discrete version of Equations (1)–(6), we introduce an admissible
tessellation Th of the computational domain Ω. We assume Th to be a set of non-
overlapping elements e with width he = diam(e) and define the grid size h = maxe∈Th he.
The intersections of co-dimension one of an element e are denoted by f and their width
by hf = diam(f). With each intersection f we associate a unique normal vector nf , for
which the subscript f will be dropped whenever no ambiguity arises. We let Γp,d and
Γp,n denote all boundary intersections of Th where Dirichlet and Neumann conditions
for the pressure shall be implied, respectively, and Γs,d denote all boundary intersections
on which we impose a fixed saturation. Finally, by Γi we denote the inner intersections
and by Γa = Γp,n ∪ Γp,d ∪ Γi the set of all intersections.
Additionally we introduce a temporal discretization t0, . . . , tNT ∈ [0, T ] and space-
time-discrete approximations snh ≈ s(·, tn), pnh ≈ p(·, tn) of the saturation and the pres-
sure, both stemming from the space of piecewise polynomials of maximum local order
k
Vh =
{
v ∈ L2(Ω)
∣∣∣v|e ∈ Pk(e) ∀e ∈ Th} . (8)
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Functions in Vh are two-valued on intersections f = e1 ∩ e2 (with nf pointing from e1 to
e2). We define jump J·Kf and (weighted) mean {·}f values for w ∈ Vh, i.e.,JwKf = w|e1 − w|e2 ,
{w}f = τe1,fw|e1 + τe2,fw|e2 , τe`,f =
a`,f
a1,f + a2,f
, a`,f = ‖(κ)|e`‖L∞(f), ` = 1, 2.
For the sake of readability, the subscript f in J·Kf and {·}f will be dropped in the
following whenever no ambiguity arises.
3.2 Pressure Equation
Following the ideas in [36], we introduce discrete formulations of Equations (1)–(6). For
a given general mobility function γ : Ω→ R+ the bilinear form bh(·, ·; γ) : Vh × Vh → R
is defined as
bh(v, w; γ) =
∑
e∈Th
∫
e
γκ∇v∇w dx+
∑
f∈Γi∪Γp,d
σf
hf
∫
f
JvKJwKdS
+
∑
f∈Γi∪Γp,d
∫
f
({γκ∇v · nf}JwK + {γκ∇w · nf}JvK) dS. (9)
Here, the penalty parameter σf is given as
σf = cf
2a1,fa2,f
a1,f + a2,f
, (10)
where cf > 0 is a constant that has to be chosen larger than a minimal threshold
depending on the regularity of the mesh.
Remark 1. Note that in [36], a`,f = ‖(γκ)|e`‖L∞(f) was used. As the penalty parame-
ter σf would not allow an affine decomposition, we refrain from using the mobility in
the penalties and instead replace the original constant cf by cf/max{ηw, ηo}. Usage
of the original weighted averages and penalties would be possible using the Empirical
Interpolation technique [30, 31].
The right-hand side for the discrete formulation of the pressure equation is for s ∈ Vh,
γo, γw : Ω→ R+, γ = γo + γw given via the linear form lh(·; γo, γw) : Vh → R,
lh(w; γo, γw) =
∑
e∈Th
∫
e
q1w + (γo%o + γw%w)κG · ∇w dx
−
∑
f∈Γi∪Γp,d
∫
f
{(γo%o + γw%w)κG · nf}JwKdS
+
∑
f∈Γp,d
∫
f
(
σf
hf
w − γκ∇w · nf
)
pD dS +
∑
f∈Γp,n
∫
f
vNw dS.
(11)
At this point we are ready to introduce the so-called high-dimensional discretization of
(1).
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Definition 1. For given functions γw, γo : Ω → R+ and γ = γw + γo, we call ph ∈ Vh
the high-dimensional pressure solution if it satisfies
bh(ph, w; γ) = lh(w; γo, γw) ∀w ∈ Vh.
3.3 Total Velocity Reconstruction
From a given pressure p, which may be either ph or a reduced pressure later on, we
compute the total velocity uh using the conservative reconstruction from [36], which
yields continuity of the normal components. For k = 1, i.e., piecewise linear pressure,
the velocity is computed in the lowest order Raviart-Thomas space
RT =
{
u ∈ H(div)
∣∣∣u T ∈ [P0(T )]d + xP0(T ) ∀T ∈ Th} , (12)
where H(div) = {v ∈ [L2(Ω)]d ∣∣∇ · v ∈ L2(Ω)} and x = (x1, . . . , xd)τ . Additionally, we
introduce
JvK∗f =

JvKf , f ∈ Γi,
v Ω − vD, f ∈ Γv,d,
0, f ∈ Γp,n,
for v ∈ Vh with Dirichlet boundary data v Γv,d = vD.
Definition 2. For a given pressure p ∈ Vh and saturation s ∈ Vh, let the total velocity
uh ∈ RT be the unique solution to∫
f
(uh · n) dS =
∫
f
−n · {λ(s)κ∇p − κ[λw(s)%w + λo(s)%o]G}+ σf
hf
JpK∗f dS ∀f ∈ Γa.
(13)
3.4 Saturation Equation
The saturation equation discretized by a DG scheme in space using an upwind flux in
the space of piecewise polynomial functions Vh, and for the temporal discretization, we
use an explicit Euler scheme.
Definition 3. For a given saturation snh ∈ Vh and velocity u ∈ [Vh]d, the saturation
sn+1h ∈ Vh is given as the solution to∑
e∈Th
∫
e
φ
∆t
sn+1h vh dx =
∑
e∈Th
∫
e
φ
∆t
snhvh dx+
∑
e∈Th
q2vh dx
+
∑
e∈Th
∫
e
[
u + λo(s
n
h)(%w − %o)κ ·G
]
fw(s
n
h) · ∇vh dx
−
∑
f∈Γa
∫
f
nf · {u + λo(snh)(%w − %o)κ ·G} fw(χ(snh))JvhKdS
−
∑
f∈Γi∪Γs,d
σf
hf
∫
f
JsnhK∗f JvhKf dS,
(14)
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for all vh ∈ Vh. Here the upwind function χ is given as
χ(snh) =
{
snh
↑, f ∈ Γi,
sD, f ∈ Γs,d,
(15)
where snh
↑ denotes the upwind value of snh: If f ∈ Γi, there exist e1, e2 ∈ Th such that
f = ∂e1 ∩ ∂e2. Then snh↑ = snh e1 if uh · nf ≥ 0 and snh↑ = snh e2 otherwise. Remember
that we assume nf to point from e1 to e2. The penalty σf in Equation (14) is the same
as for the pressure equation, see (10).
3.5 Slope Limiter
Discontinuous Galerkin methods require some kind of stabilization to avoid over- and
undershoots if they are to be used in a two-phase flow context; see [37, 38], for example.
Both artificial diffusion and slope limiters have been used as a means to this end. We
will employ a slope limiter introduced by Dedner et al. [38] that is applicable to different
element types and in two and three spatial dimensions. We will shortly outline the most
important features of the mass-conservative limiter that we use in our experiments for
the case of a piecewise linear saturation, where we use the “DG scheme” (in contrast to
“DG +R”, see [38, Section 6.1]). For more details on the method and a discussion of
the general case of arbitrary polynomial order on snh we refer to [38].
The first step is to compute a so-called shock-detector S : Th → R+, which for a given
saturation sh ∈ Vh and velocity uh ∈ [Vh]d reads:
S(e) =
∑
I↑e
(
0.08 · d ·
√
he|e|
)−1 ∫
f
JshKdS, (16)
where I↑e = {f ∈ Γa |f ⊂ ∂e, uh · nf < 0} denotes the upstream interfaces of e. Using
S makes it possible to apply the limiter (i.e., reduce gradients of the saturation) only
on cells in which (strong) discontinuities are present and therefore unwanted numerical
oscillations may occur. In other regions, the saturation is left unlimited. Cells that will
be flagged in the above sense are then all cells e ∈ Th with S(e) > 1 or sh(x) /∈ [0, 1] for
some x ∈ e. Let e∗ ∈ Th be such a cell and {ei | i = 1, . . . , Nn } its direct neighbors. We
then compute
gi = ∇sh · (bei − be∗) and di =
1
|ei|
∫
ei
sh dx−
1
|e∗|
∫
e∗
sh dx,
where be denotes the barycenter of the cell e. From gi and di we compute the gradient
scales mi by
mi =

0, if gidi < 0, |gi| > 10−8 and |di| > 10−8,
di/gi, if gidi > 0, |gi| > |di|, |gi| > 10−8 and |di| > 10−8,
1, otherwise.
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Finally, the stabilized saturation s˜h is computed as∫
e
s˜hϕdx =
∫
e
shϕdx+
∫
e
min
i
(mi)∇sh · (x− be)ϕdx ∀ϕ ∈ P1(e) (17)
in all flagged cells e ∈ Th. In all other cells, we set s˜h = sh.
Algorithm 1 (High-Dimensional Two-Phase Flow Scheme). The high-dimensional sim-
ulation scheme for the two-phase flow is as follows:
1. Project the initial data s0 onto the high-dimensional discrete space: Let s
0
h ∈ Vh
be given by ∫
Ω
s0ψ dx =
∫
Ω
s0hψ dx ∀ψ ∈ Vh.
2. For all n ∈ {0, . . . , NT − 1},
a) use the pressure scheme (Definition 1) for γo = λo(s
n
h), γw = λw(s
n
h) to
compute pn+1h ;
b) use the velocity scheme (Definition 2) for p = pn+1h to compute the total
velocity un+1h ;
c) use the saturation scheme (Definition 3) for u = un+1h to compute the satu-
ration sn+1h ;
d) use the limiter (Equation (17)) for sh = s
n+1
h , uh = u
n+1
h to compute a
stabilized version s˜n+1h of the saturation and set s
n+1
h = s˜
n+1
h .
3.6 Time-of-Flight Equation
The so-called time-of-flight τ (x) is defined as the time it takes for a passive particle to
reach a given point x ∈ Ω, starting from the closest point on the inflow boundary. Here,
τ (x) can be defined by integrating
∫
φ/|u| dx along streamlines, or by solving u · τ = φ.
The time-of-flight inherits important information about the flow pattern and will be used
here to approximate the spatio-temporal behavior of the saturation without computing
a whole temporal evolution the transport equation.
Consistent with our discretization of the saturation and pressure equation we use the
DG-discretization introduced in [39]: Find τ sh ∈ Vh such that
−
∫
e
(τ shuh) · ∇ψh dx+
∫
∂e
(τ sh
↑uh · n)ψh dS =
∫
e
φψh dx, ∀ψh ∈ Vh (18)
for all e ∈ Vh. Here, τ sh↑ again denotes the upwind value of the two-valued function τ sh,
see (15), and φ denotes the porosity of the porous medium.
In the absence of gravitational forces, the discretized time-of-flight equation can be
permuted to a lower block-triangular form—if the computational mesh is reordered ac-
cording to the direction of the flow—and hence solved very efficiently in a per-element
fashion by a simple backsubstitution method; see [39] for details.
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4 The Localized Reduced Basis Multiscale Method
Reduced Basis (RB) methods as introduced in Section 1 offer good complexity reduc-
tion for a lot of different kinds of equations. Nevertheless, for real-world multiscale
applications, the number of unknowns in the high-dimensional discretization can be pro-
hibitively large such that the Greedy-type algorithm [29] becomes unfeasible because the
number of snapshots computed during the basis generation cannot be controlled.
A range of different extensions to the original RB method that can be seen as a
remedy for this problem were developed in recent years. The Reduced Basis Element
method [40, 41, 42] introduces a number of representative domains and computes reduced
bases for each one of them. The domain under consideration is then built up from the
representative domains (possibly using deformation mappings) and computations are
carried out in a space built up from the precomputed spaces. The Reduced Basis Hybrid
method [43] and the Reduced Basis Domain Decomposition Finite Element method [44]
make use of this concept. In [45], Maier and co-workers introduce a RB approach for
heterogeneous domain decomposition that could be used in the current setting to reduce
the number of global snapshots, too. Another approach for model order reduction for our
application is presented in [46], in which Discrete Empirical Interpolation and Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition are used in conjunction to build reduced-order models for
simulation of viscous fingering in porous media.
In our recent articles [33, 32], we introduced the so-called Localized Reduced Basis
Multiscale method (LRBMS). It connects ideas from numerical multiscale methods with
the RB approach and aims at reducing the offline time of the RB method while ensuring
at least identical approximation quality during the online time, possibly at a slightly
increased cost in terms of runtime. (Similarly, in [47], the proper orothogonal decom-
position method is combined with a multiscale mixed finite element framework.) The
main idea of this approach is to introduce two grids: A fine triangulation for the high-
dimensional discretization and a coarse one that is used to build up localized RB spaces.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the exposition of the details of this method.
4.1 Parameterization
At this point we provide details on the parametrization indicated in Section 1. As stated
earlier, the coupling between the saturation and pressure equation will be realized via a
parametrization of the pressure equation: We introduce wetting and non-wetting phase
mobilities Λw,Λo : Ω→ R+ that depend on the saturation s via
Λw(s)(x) =
M∑
q=1
θq(s)Λ
q
w(x), Λo(s)(x) =
M∑
q=1
θq(s)Λ
q
o(x), x ∈ Ω, (19)
where Λqw, Λ
q
o ∈ Vh, q = 1, . . . ,M denote saturation-independent mobility profiles that
were precomputed during the offline phase and the coefficients θq are computed during
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the online phase via a least-squares fitting: Let Θ(s) ∈ RM be given by
Θ(s) = arg min
ϑ∈RM
‖λ(s)−
M∑
q=1
ϑjΛ
q‖l2 , (20)
then θq(s) = (Θ(s))q. Here we used Λ
q = Λqw + Λ
q
o. Details on the computation of the
mobility profiles Λqo, Λ
q
w are given below.
4.2 Discretization
As mentioned before, we introduce a second, coarser triangulation of the domain Ω: Let
TH be an admissible triangulation with grid sizeH = maxE∈TH HE = maxE∈TH diam(E),
for H  h. Cells in TH will be denoted by E, intersections of two elements by F , and
the set of all coarse intersections by ΓA. Furthermore, we assume the two triangulations
to be matching in the sense that for each F ∈ ΓA there exist m ∈ N and f1, . . . , fm ∈ Γa
such that F =
⋃m
i=1 fi.
Based on the coarse triangulation TH , we introduce a localized reduced-dimensional
function space WN . For every coarse grid cell E ∈ TH we assume a set of linearly
independent functions ϕE1 , . . . , ϕ
E
NE
∈ Vh with supp(ϕEi ) ⊂ E to be given so that they
form the local reduced basis: ΦE = {ϕE1 , . . . , ϕENE}. From those local bases we build a
global reduced basis ΦN of size N =
∑
E∈TH N
E on the whole domain Ω by setting
ΦN =
⋃
E∈TH
ΦE . (21)
We call the space WN = span(ΦN ), spanned by the global reduced basis, reduced broken
space and point out that WN ⊂ Vh because of our DG ansatz.
Using the reduced basis ΦN , we compute the coarse-scale pressure approximation
pH ∈ WN .
Definition 4. For a given reduced broken space WN and mobilities γo, γw, γ : Ω→ R+
where γ = γo + γw, the reduced solution pH ∈ WN to Equation (1) is given by
bh(pH , w; γ) = lh(w; γo, γw), ∀w ∈ WN . (22)
4.3 Basis Construction
One of the key ingredients of the method proposed in this paper is a basis construction
algorithm that is a modification of the Greedy-type algorithm used in conventional RB
methods as mentioned in Section 1.
Algorithm 2 (LRBMS Basis Construction). Based on the coarse triangulation TH and
an error measure ∆N , we compute the global reduced basis ΦN using the following
algorithm:
1. Initialization
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a) Given the initial saturation s0, compute the initial pressure p
0
h ∈ Vh and
velocity u0h ∈ RT.
b) From u0h compute the time-of-flight τ
s0
h .
c) From the time-of-flight and M ∈ N, M ≥ 1, compute mobility profiles
Λ1o, . . . ,Λ
M
o ∈ Vh and Λ1w, . . . ,ΛMw ∈ Vh via
Λ1α(x) = λα(0)
ΛMα (x) = λα(1)
Λqα(x) =
{
λα(0), if τ
s0
h (x) > (q − 1) · TM−2 ,
λα(1), otherwise,
∀q ∈ 2, . . . ,M − 1
where λα denotes the linear mobility (2) of phase α. Set Λ
q = Λqw + Λ
q
o for
q = 1, . . . ,M .
d) Choose a desired maximum basis size Nmax ∈ N, an approximation tolerance
tol, a parameter set P =
{
µ ∈ [R+]M |∑i µi ≤ 1} and a discrete subset Ptr ⊂
P, the so-called training set. Furthermore let ΦE = ∅ for all E ∈ TH , Ξ =⋃
E∈TH Φ
E , W = span(Ξ) and Ψ = ∅.
2. Basis Extension
a) For each µ ∈ Ptr compute pH(γ) ∈ W as the solution to the coarse-scale
pressure equation (22), that is
bh(pH(γ), w; γ) = lh(w; γo, γw) ∀w ∈W
with γα =
∑M
q=1 µqΛ
q
α and γ = γw + γo.
b) Evaluate the error estimator for each parameter in the training set: µ :=
∆N (µ,W ) and find the parameter worst approximated in the current basis:
µmax = arg maxµ∈Ptr µ.
c) If µmax > tol compute ph(γ
max) as solution to the high-dimensional equa-
tion (see Definition 1) for the mobilities γmaxw =
∑
(µmax)q Λ
q
w and γmaxo =∑
(µmax)q Λ
q
o. Otherwise go to step 3a.
d) Extend the set of snapshots: Ψ = Ψ ∪ {ph(γmax)}.
e) For each E ∈ TH :
i. Use the Gram-Schmidt algorithm to orthonormalize the restriction of the
pressure snapshot ph(γ
max) E with respect to the current local basis Φ
E :
p˜ = ortho(ph(γ
max) E ,Φ
E).
ii. Extend the local reduced basis: ΦE = ΦE ∪ {p˜}.
f) Set Ξ =
⋃
E∈TH Φ
E and W = span(Ξ).
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g) If |Ξ| < Nmax, go back to step 2a.
3. Data Compression (optional)
a) Set Φ˜E = Ψ E , that is: Define local bases Φ˜
E per coarse element E ∈ TH as
restrictions of the snapshots Ψ to the coarse elements.
b) Apply the principal component analysis with tolerance PCA on each element:
ΦE = PCA(Φ˜E , PCA).
The details of this step can be found in the literature, see [48], for example.
4. Finalization
a) Define the global reduced basis ΦN for N =
∑
E∈TH |ΦE | as
ΦN =
⋃
E∈TH
ΦE .
b) Define the global reduced basis space WN as
WN = span(ΦN ).
In summary, the basis construction performs the following: In an “initialization” step,
we compute pressure and velocity from the initial saturation data. From the velocity,
we compute approximate mobility profiles using the time-of-flight. This will incorporate
important features of the problem, like low-permeability-lenses, for example, into the
mobility profiles and therefore also into the reduced basis for the pressure. After fixing
some input data like the desired basis size, we proceed to the basis extension step.
In the basis extension step, we add localized orthonormalizations of high-dimensional
snapshots to an initially empty local bases until either the maximum total basis size is
reached or a prescribed error tolerance, measured by an a-posteriori error estimator, is
fulfilled in the current overall basis, which is the joint of all local bases. Additionally,
we save the original snapshots.
In an optional “compression” step we define local per-coarse-element bases by restrict-
ing the global untouched snapshots from the last step to each coarse element. Next, we
apply a data compression algorithm, the principal component analysis, to each local
basis to reduce the basis size in regions where redundant information may be present,
like in regions far from sinks and sources, for example. At this point, it is important
that we did not use the orthonormalized local bases from the extension step for the local
compressions. Redundancies were canceled out in those bases and therefore the data
compression would not give meaningful results.
We conclude the algorithm with the “finalization” step by defining one global reduced
basis as the joint of all local bases and the reduced broken space as its linear span.
The main ideas of this novel method are the restriction of the basis to elements of
a coarser grid and subsequent per-element data compression. By the restriction to a
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coarse grid we reduce the number of snapshots needed to fulfill a desired error tolerance
on a prescribed training set of parameters during the offline phase. This is easy to see
for the limit case in which TH = Th, as in this case the reduced space coincides with the
high-dimensional discrete function space after a finite number of basis extensions. For
|TH | ≤ |Th|, this effect was demonstrated in [33] and can be seen again in the numerical
experiments in Section 6.
The downside of this approach is that the size of the global reduced basis increases with
the number of coarse elements. This is where the idea of per-element data compression
comes into play and allows us to keep the total basis size N , which is the main factor
in online computation complexity, in an agreeable range by reducing the local basis size
in regions where little or no variation is inherent in the local bases, as may be the case
in the absence of sinks or sources in the neighboring elements. The effectiveness of the
PCA-step will be backed up by the experiments in Section 6.
4.4 Offline-Online Decomposition
In this section, we will demonstrate how the computations for the LRBMS method can
be split into computationally demanding parts that will be executed during the offline
phase and computationally inexpensive parts to be performed during the online phase.
This is possible because of the affine splitting (19).
Given a reduced basis Φ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕN} of size N ∈ N, we compute all parameter-
independent parts of Equation (22), that is: all parts that depend on the location in
space but not on Θ(s). We can identify the terms bq ∈ RN×N , q = 1, . . . ,M , c ∈ RN×N
(bq)ij =
∑
e∈Th
∫
e
Λqκ∇ϕi∇ϕj dx
+
∑
f∈Γi∪Γp,d
∫
f
({Λqκ∇ϕi · nf}JϕjK + {Λqκ∇ϕj · nf}JϕiK) dS,
(c)ij =
∑
f∈Γi∪Γp,d
σf
hf
∫
f
JϕiKJϕjKdS,
and the terms dq, e ∈ RN for the right hand side:
(dq)i =
∑
e∈Th
∫
e
(Λqo%o + Λ
q
w%w)κG · ∇ϕi dx
−
∑
f∈Γi∪Γp,d
∫
f
{(Λqo%o + Λqw%w)κG · nf}JϕiKdS − ∑
f∈Γp,d
∫
f
(Λqκ∇ϕi · nf ) pD dS,
(e)i =
∑
e∈Th
∫
e
q1ϕi dx+
∑
f∈Γp,d
∫
f
σf
hf
ϕipD dS +
∑
f∈Γp,n
∫
f
vNϕi dS.
During the online phase, for a given saturation s ∈ Vh, the solution pH ∈ RN of the
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discrete equivalent of the reduced equation (22) is then given byc+ M∑
q=1
θq(s)bq
 p
H
= e+
M∑
q=1
θq(s)dq. (23)
While the computation of the quantities bq, c, dq and e has a complexity polynomial
in 1/h, computing the sums in the reduced system (23) has a complexity polynomial
in N . The only critical part in (23) is the computation of the coefficients θi(s), i =
1, . . . ,M that depends on the grid size h because of the least-squares approximation
(20). Nevertheless, as the complexity of the least-squares fit is only O(1/h), we still
expect largely accelerated computations compared to a high-dimensional pressure solve,
which has a complexity of O(1/h2) or even O(1/h3).
Remark 2. As mentioned before, different parametrizations like boundary value pa-
rametrizations would be possible for Problem (1-6). As long as these parametrizations
are affine-linear, the offline-online decomposition works analogously. For other kinds of
parametrizations, see e.g., [20, 32, 25].
5 LRBMS Two-Phase Flow Scheme
We now have all parts together to introduce our overall reduced approximation scheme
for two-phase flow in porous media using an IMPES-type coupling.
Algorithm 3 (LRBMS Two-Phase Flow Scheme). Compute the LRBMS pressures
p1H , . . . , p
NT
H and saturations s
1
H , . . . , s
NT
H as follows.
1. Choose a maximum basis size Nmax ∈ N, the number of mobility profiles M ∈ N
and the number of time steps NT ∈ N.
2. Use Algorithm 2 to compute a reduced basis Φ = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕN} ⊂ Vh of size N ∈ N
for mobility profiles Λ1α, . . . ,Λ
M
α ∈ Vh.
3. Compute the quantities bq, c, dq and e from Section 4.4.
4. Project the initial data s0 to the fine grid:∫
Ω
s0Hv dx =
∫
Ω
s0v dx, ∀v ∈ Vh.
5. For n = 0, . . . , NT − 1,
a) compute the reduced-dimensional pressure solution pn+1
H
∈ RN as solution to
Equation (23) for s = snH . This means that we need to compute the least-
squares fit (20) to the given saturation snH ∈ Vh and then solve the reduced
dimensional system (23).
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b) given the reduced-dimensional pressure solution pn+1
H
, reconstruct a function
prh ∈ Vh by setting
prh =
N∑
i=1
(
pn+1
H
)
i
ϕi.
c) from the reconstructed pressure solution, compute the velocity un+1h ∈ RT
using (13) for s = snH and p = p
r
h.
d) compute the fine-scale saturation sn+1H ∈ Vh using (14).
Notice the difference to the quantities computed in the high-dimensional two-phase
flow scheme: While in Algorithm 1 we used the linear mobilities (2) in the DG-bilinear-
form and in the right hand side for the pressure, we now use the parametrized mobilities
(19). We use the notation snH for saturations computed with the LRBMS scheme—
although the saturation itself is not computed in a reduced space—to point out the
dependency on the coarse-scale pressure.
The novelties in this scheme are the coupling between pressure and saturation via
a parametrized mobility and the replacement of the pressure equation by a reduced-
dimensional substitute. While both the least-squares approximation in the basis con-
struction step (2) and the reconstruction step (5b) still need to prove their efficiency, we
expect this scheme to allow largely accelerated computations with acceptable additional
error. The validity of this assumption will be investigated in the numerical experiments.
We therefore propose Scheme 3 as an alternative to the reduction approaches mentioned
in Section 1.
6 Numerical Experiments
In this section, we demonstrate the advantages of our approach introduced in Sections 4
and 5 by means of a 2D-benchmark problem. All implementation was done using the
Distributed and Unified Numerics Environment (DUNE), see [49, 50, 51, 52]. For the
results shown in this section we will use the true error in an energy norm as error
measure:
∆N (µ,W ) =
[
bh(pH(γ)− ph(γ), pH(γ)− ph(γ); λ¯)
]1/2
, γ =
∑
µqΛ
q
where λ¯ =
∑M
q=1 µ¯qΛ
q for a fixed parameter µ¯, pH(γ) denotes the LRBMS-pressure-
solution in the space W , see Definition 4, and ph(γ) denotes the high-dimensional
pressure solution, see Definition 1. For the exposition of well-applicable a-posteriori
estimators for our setting we refer to [34, 35].
Our benchmark models the replacement of the non-wetting phase by the wetting phase
in Ω = [0, 300] × [0, 60] for T = 3 · 105. The fine mesh Th consists of 400 · 160 = 64000
rectangles and we use NT = 6000 time steps for the temporal discretization. The
densities are %w = 999.749, %o = 890, the viscosities are ηw = 0.00130581 and ηo = 0.008.
The permeability and porosity fields are shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 1: The permeability κ [m2] used in the 2D benchmark problem
Figure 2: The porosity φ used in the 2D benchmark problem
The domain is initially fully saturated with the non-wetting phase (s0 ≡ 0), which is
then displaced by the wetting phase entering from the left boundary, modelled via the
boundary conditions
s = 1.0 in Γs,d × [0, T ],
p = 10 in Γp,d × [0, T ],
−λ(s)κ∇p · n = 3 · 10−4 in Γ1p,n × [0, T ],
−λ(s)κ∇p · n = 0 in Γ2p,n × [0, T ],
on Γs,d = Γp,d = {0} × [0, 60] and Γp,n = Γ1p,n ∪ Γ2p,n, where Γ1p,n = {300} × [0, 60],
Γ2p,n = [0, 300] × {0} ∪ [0, 300] × {60}. In this benchmark no sources are used (q1 ≡
q2 ≡ 0.0) and we neglect gravity so that G = (0.0, 0.0)τ . The relative permeabilities
in Equation (2) are given here via the linear relations krw(s) = s and kro(s) = 1 − s
for simplicity. Different relations like the Brooks-Corey or van Genuchten law would be
possible. Figure 3 shows the saturation sh computed with the full scheme (Algorithm 1)
after approximately 3.5, 10, 15, and 48 hours.
From the time-of-flight, which is depicted in Figure 4, we compute eight wetting and
non-wetting mobility profiles using Algorithm 2. The resulting wetting mobility profiles
are depicted in Figure 5. Using the profiles we compute the reduced basis Φ using coarse
meshes with sizes |TH | = 1, 4, 8, 16, 32. We use the tolerance tol = 10−4, a training set
Ptr consisting of 300 randomly distributed parameters µ in [0.0001, 1]8 with
∑
(µ)i = 1,
and the maximum size Nmax = ∞ for Algorithm 2. The resulting basis sizes can be
seen in Table 1. We observe that with increasing size of the coarse mesh (first column),
the number of snapshots computed in Step 2c of Algorithm 2 (fourth column) decreases
significantly from 134 to 69. At the same time, the overall basis size (the sum of all local
basis sizes, second column) increases. Notice that the basis size is not necessarily equal
the product between the number of snapshots and the coarse grid size. This is because
we orthonormalize each new snapshot with respect to the existing basis in each extension
during the basis generation, reject local extensions with norms below a certain threshold
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Figure 3: Wetting phase saturation sh computed using the LRBMS method after 3.5,
10, 15 and 48 hours (from left to right and top to bottom) including contour
lines
Figure 4: The time-of-flight τ sh for the 2D benchmark problem for s = 0
Figure 5: Wetting mobility profiles computed with Algorithm 2 for the time-of-flight
depicted in Figure 4. Not shown are the profiles for q = 1 and q = M which
have constant values Λ0w ≡ 0 and ΛMw ≡ 765.808, respectively.
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CoarseGridSize GreedyTolerance BasisSize NumSnapshots FineMesh Maxdt PCA Hash FehlerBerechnet onlineSimDataLowDim Comments
1x1 1.00E-04 139 139 200x80 251 No basisbuilder_data_e08ecd4a-7fe7-46e0-8b20-436e4572b401 x x
4x1 1.00E-04 373 110 200x80 251 No basisbuilder_data_00965267-9ab7-415b-a2c3-bdab628c15ba x x
8x1 1.00E-04 588 87 200x80 251 No basisbuilder_data_eae9c64c-0456-477e-a634-51b3cf01ecae x x
8x2 1.00E-04 1059 79 200x80 251 No basisbuilder_data_78dc5df2-e7e2-4b2d-8a38-3e3ff0756035 x x
16x2 1.00E-04 1795 69 200x80 251 No basisbuilder_data_419fa75d-aa42-4065-890c-b99b415b2557 x x
1x1 1.00E-05 201 201 200x80 251 No basisbuilder_data_3cafe82b-34cd-478c-abbb-a857e7c4751d x x
4x1 1.00E-05 529 162 200x80 251 No basisbuilder_data_2a628bb0-27de-494b-9483-aabb1255b46d x x
8x1 1.00E-05 808 132 200x80 251 No basisbuilder_data_93a7b292-203f-463c-b98e-1f68392fec3f x x
8x2 1.00E-05 1438 119 200x80 251 No basisbuilder_data_1eca4182-d36b-421d-af9c-d49618bfa489 x x
16x2 1.00E-05 2410 102 200x80 251 No basisbuilder_data_be6f00bc-f030-4508-b617-edf02feaa488 x x
1x1 1.00E-04 134 134 400x160 63 No basisbuilder_data_7f64d0ef-62f4-4274-8397-7d1ddd8b9364 x x
4x1 1.00E-04 353 105 400x160 63 No basisbuilder_data_74309b66-662e-400c-90fb-428b81681a9b x x
8x1 1.00E-04 565 84 400x160 63 No basisbuilder_data_8b6324d2-2804-4488-94ac-fceba30da60c x x
8x2 1.00E-04 1030 78 400x160 63 No basisbuilder_data_cfdd8fb4-da66-4add-aa99-67251b504133 x x
16x2 1.00E-04 1771 69 400x160 63 No basisbuilder_data_de7090ee-fccd-420f-9d23-e1d2c1e9bd1d x x
1x1 1.00E-04 200x80 251 Yes
4x1 1.00E-04 170 110 200x80 251 Yes basisbuilder_data_aad6d533-f3d9-476c-a954-2c4a552f1cba x x
8x1 1.00E-04 270 87 200x80 251 Yes basisbuilder_data_629110c4-afa0-4317-af29-0a9174749c41 x x
8x2 1.00E-04 479 79 200x80 251 Yes basisbuilder_data_079b1409-8aa3-471a-850a-0afa83fb6c17 x x
16x2 1.00E-04 818 69 200x80 251 Yes basisbuilder_data_a72353cd-06ea-4644-8bee-b1d2c9d9652d x x
1x1 1.00E-05 200x80 251 Yes
4x1 1.00E-05 168 162 200x80 251 Yes basisbuilder_data_880e6a8f-5524-48c7-8e2c-f38ffea7f44d x x
8x1 1.00E-05 276 132 200x80 251 Yes basisbuilder_data_5db9570a-8c53-4526-881e-6ac460c2e9e9 x x
8x2 1.00E-05 479 119 200x80 251 Yes basisbuilder_data_a99c8e15-4e95-44f0-9df9-178f66aace6c x x
16x2 1.00E-05 801 102 200x80 251 Yes basisbuilder_data_8b495a02-0152-48b9-852a-47e5a459670e x x
1x1 1.00E-04 400x160 63 Yes
4x1 1.00E-04 155 105 400x160 63 Yes basisbuilder_data_ab2b0999-74dc-490b-b9ce-94052716dbb8 x x
8x1 1.00E-04 264 84 400x160 63 Yes basisbuilder_data_dd2233b4-a5ab-4290-92a7-17c2eb3cde54 x x
8x2 1.00E-04 443 78 400x160 63 Yes basisbuilder_data_8ace8dde-217e-4da7-96ec-7065ea4bfa0c x x
16x2 1.00E-04 751 69 400x160 63 Yes basisbuilder_data_29bd873b-add4-41c5-9d8d-29cf55ef684e x x
Highdim 200x80 basisbuilder_data_e08ecd4a-7fe7-46e0-8b20-436e4572b401 x (in basisbuilder_data_)
Highdim 400x160 basisbuilder_data_7f64d0ef-62f4-4274-8397-7d1ddd8b9364 x (in basisbuilder_data_)
1x1 1E-04 74 74 400x160 63 No basisbuilder_data_9d8d1163-a323-419e-8c8c-bc7d2e63f3ef x x High-dim saturation used for mobility profile computation
Most Important, 200x80, Greedy Tolerance 1e-4
Coarse 
Grid Size
Basis Size   No 
PCA
Basis Size 
After PCA
Number of 
Snapshots
1x1 139 - 139
4x1 373 170 110
8x1 588 270 87
8x2 1059 479 79
16x2 1795 818 69
Most Important, 400x160, Greedy Tolerance 
Coarse 
Grid Size
Basis Size  
w/o PCA
Basis Size     
w/ PCA
Number of 
Snapshots
1x1 134 134
4x1 353 155 105
8x1 565 264 84
8x2 1030 443 78
16x2 1771 751 69
Table 1: Basis sizes |Φ| resulting from Algorithm 2 for the 2D benchmark problem and
a fine triangulation with 64000 elements: Size of the coarse mesh, sum of all
local basis sizes before and after application of the PCA, number of snapshots
computed during the basis generation
18 26 29 34 37 41 42 40 37 25 17 10 8 7 7 7
20 25 26 30 31 36 37 34 35 27 19 15 10 8 6 7
Figure 6: Foreground: local basis sizes after the basis generation performed for Table 1,
last line, including the PCA. Background: permeability field
to avoid linear dependencies in the resulting basis and hence reduce the number of local
basis functions.
In Table 1 we also see the impact of the local data compression using PCA (Step 3b
in Algorithm 2): With increasing coarse mesh size, the PCA is able to reduce the local
basis sizes significantly on the different coarse elements.
This effect can be seen again in Figure 6 where we plot the local basis sizes after the
PCA step for the test run presented in Table 1, last line. We observe that the local basis
size varies strongly from left to right, due to the fact that the peak saturation does not
reach the right half of the computational domain before the end time T . Also, the basis
size differs from bottom to top, especially in regions where the permeability, which is
plotted in the background of Figure 6, shows strong variation from bottom to top.
In Tables 2 and 3 we see the resulting discrepancies between the saturation snh com-
puted by the SWIP-DG method on the fine mesh (Algorithm 1) and the saturation snH
computed with the reduced scheme 3, as well as the discrepancy between the SWIP-DG
pressure and the reduced pressure during the two-phase flow simulation. We present
both the relative L2 and H1 discrepancies for the saturation
∆nL2 =
‖snh − snH‖L2(Ω)
‖snh‖L2(Ω)
, ∆nH1 =
‖snh − snH‖H1(Ω)
‖snh‖H1(Ω)
,
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Figure 7: Relative mass loss ζn for the final time step tn = 3 · 105
and the respective quantities for the pressure. For different coarse grids, the second
column in each table displays the number of snapshots computed during the extension
step 2c in Algorithm 2 as a measure for the amount of work needed in that step. Then, in
the two sections for the L2 and H1 relative discrepancies, we present mean discrepancies
over all time steps and the discrepancy at the last time step tNT for basis generations
without and with usage of the PCA.
Over the different coarse mesh configurations, we consistently observe a mean L2-
discrepancy for the saturation of approximately 5.6% (standard deviation: 1.6%), both
with and without the PCA, which is reduced to 4.3% at end time. The respective H1-
discrepancies are slightly bigger with a mean of 7.9% (standard deviation: 2.9%) and
5.5% at end time. The mean L2-discrepancy for the pressure is approximately 1.4%
(standard deviation: 0.3%) for all coarse grid configurations, and reduces to 1.3% at end
time. The respective H1-discrepancies are in the same ranges. In conclusion, we can
say that the data compression step using the PCA increases neither the error for the
pressure nor the error for the saturation noticeably.
While we can ensure mass conservation on the coarse grid by adding per-coarse-cell
unit basis functions to the reduced basis, the method is not mass-conservative on the
fine grid. In Figure 7 we plot the relative mass loss
ζn : Th → R+, ζn(e) = 1
maxx∈∂e ‖unh(x)‖l2
∣∣∣∣∫
∂e
unh · n dS
∣∣∣∣
as a measure of the lack of mass conservation at end time tn = 3 · 105 for the velocity
computed with the LRBMS scheme on a 16 × 2 coarse grid. We see that the velocity
lacks mass conservation mainly on coarse cell intersections and in regions with large
gradients in the mobility profiles Λi. Overall, the relative lack of mass conservation is
well below 2 · 10−5. Although we therefore found this to be only a minor problem in
the tests—the saturation usually did not grow above a value of 1.05 and hardly ever fell
below zero—future work will include research on how to ensure mass-conservation on
the fine grid.
As the discrepancies are increased neither by introducing more coarse cells, nor by
application of the PCA, we find the Localized Reduced Basis Multiscale method to be
well applicable in this context: Introduction of more coarse cells reduces the number
of costly snapshots to be computed during the basis construction, while application of
the PCA yields smaller, more compact bases, leading to faster computations during the
two-phase flow simulation.
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CoarseGridSize Greed
yToler
ance
Basis
Size
NumS
napsh
ots
FineMe
sh
PCA Pressure Saturation Hash
L2 H1 L2 H1
Max Mean SD TEnd Max Mean SD TEnd Max Mean SD TEnd Max Mean SD TEnd
1x1 1E-04 139 139 200x80 No 2.10 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.34 % 2.10 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.34 % 10.17 % 5.36 % 1.80 % 3.74 % 13.78 % 6.48 % 2.50 % 4.24 % basisbuilder_data_e08ecd4a-7fe7-46e0-8b20-436e4572b401
4x1 1E-04 373 110 200x80 No 2.07 % 1.46 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 2.07 % 1.46 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 10.08 % 5.35 % 1.80 % 3.74 % 13.98 % 6.48 % 2.51 % 4.23 % basisbuilder_data_00965267-9ab7-415b-a2c3-bdab628c15ba
8x1 1E-04 588 87 200x80 No 2.05 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.32 % 2.05 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.32 % 10.08 % 5.34 % 1.81 % 3.73 % 13.91 % 6.47 % 2.53 % 4.21 % basisbuilder_data_eae9c64c-0456-477e-a634-51b3cf01ecae
8x2 1E-04 1059 79 200x80 No 2.06 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 2.06 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 10.05 % 5.34 % 1.79 % 3.73 % 13.75 % 6.47 % 2.50 % 4.22 % basisbuilder_data_78dc5df2-e7e2-4b2d-8a38-3e3ff0756035
16x2 1E-04 1795 69 200x80 No 2.04 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.34 % 2.04 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.34 % 10.21 % 5.39 % 1.81 % 3.76 % 13.97 % 6.53 % 2.51 % 4.27 % basisbuilder_data_419fa75d-aa42-4065-890c-b99b415b2557
1x1 1E-05 201 201 200x80 No 2.07 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 2.07 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 10.12 % 5.35 % 1.79 % 3.74 % 13.89 % 6.47 % 2.50 % 4.23 % basisbuilder_data_3cafe82b-34cd-478c-abbb-a857e7c4751d
4x1 1E-05 529 162 200x80 No 2.05 % 1.46 % 0.32 % 1.32 % 2.05 % 1.46 % 0.32 % 1.32 % 10.18 % 5.37 % 1.81 % 3.75 % 14.04 % 6.51 % 2.54 % 4.25 % basisbuilder_data_2a628bb0-27de-494b-9483-aabb1255b46d
8x1 1E-05 808 132 200x80 No 2.06 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 2.06 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 10.13 % 5.38 % 1.82 % 3.76 % 13.83 % 6.51 % 2.52 % 4.27 % basisbuilder_data_93a7b292-203f-463c-b98e-1f68392fec3f
8x2 1E-05 1438 119 200x80 No 2.09 % 1.49 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 2.09 % 1.49 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 10.09 % 5.37 % 1.81 % 3.74 % 13.79 % 6.49 % 2.51 % 4.23 % basisbuilder_data_1eca4182-d36b-421d-af9c-d49618bfa489
16x2 1E-05 2410 102 200x80 No 2.05 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 2.05 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 10.14 % 5.36 % 1.81 % 3.74 % 13.90 % 6.49 % 2.52 % 4.21 % basisbuilder_data_be6f00bc-f030-4508-b617-edf02feaa488
1x1 1E-04 134 134 400x160 No 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 9.88 % 5.59 % 1.56 % 4.26 % 16.88 % 7.88 % 2.88 % 5.49 % basisbuilder_data_7f64d0ef-62f4-4274-8397-7d1ddd8b9364
4x1 1E-04 353 105 400x160 No 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.35 % 1.33 % 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.35 % 1.33 % 9.88 % 5.59 % 1.56 % 4.25 % 17.17 % 7.88 % 2.90 % 5.45 % basisbuilder_data_74309b66-662e-400c-90fb-428b81681a9b
8x1 1E-04 565 84 400x160 No 1.94 % 1.35 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 1.94 % 1.35 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 9.81 % 5.58 % 1.55 % 4.25 % 16.71 % 7.89 % 2.86 % 5.53 % basisbuilder_data_8b6324d2-2804-4488-94ac-fceba30da60c
8x2 1E-04 1030 78 400x160 No 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 9.90 % 5.58 % 1.55 % 4.25 % 17.11 % 7.90 % 2.88 % 5.51 % basisbuilder_data_cfdd8fb4-da66-4add-aa99-67251b504133
16x2 1E-04 1771 69 400x160 No 1.96 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 1.96 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 9.86 % 5.59 % 1.56 % 4.25 % 16.92 % 7.89 % 2.89 % 5.50 % basisbuilder_data_de7090ee-fccd-420f-9d23-e1d2c1e9bd1d
1x1 1E-04 200x80 Yes
4x1 1E-04 170 110 200x80 Yes 2.08 % 1.49 % 0.33 % 1.34 % 2.08 % 1.49 % 0.33 % 1.34 % 10.22 % 5.36 % 1.81 % 3.75 % 13.96 % 6.50 % 2.52 % 4.26 % basisbuilder_data_aad6d533-f3d9-476c-a954-2c4a552f1cba
8x1 1E-04 270 87 200x80 Yes 2.07 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 2.07 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 10.26 % 5.37 % 1.82 % 3.75 % 14.09 % 6.52 % 2.54 % 4.26 % basisbuilder_data_629110c4-afa0-4317-af29-0a9174749c41
8x2 1E-04 479 79 200x80 Yes 2.06 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 2.06 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 10.17 % 5.35 % 1.80 % 3.74 % 13.77 % 6.50 % 2.50 % 4.26 % basisbuilder_data_079b1409-8aa3-471a-850a-0afa83fb6c17
16x2 1E-04 818 69 200x80 Yes 2.04 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 2.05 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 10.23 % 5.39 % 1.82 % 3.75 % 14.12 % 6.55 % 2.55 % 4.26 % basisbuilder_data_a72353cd-06ea-4644-8bee-b1d2c9d9652d
1x1 1E-05 200x80 Yes
4x1 1E-05 168 162 200x80 Yes 2.08 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.34 % 2.08 % 1.49 % 0.33 % 1.35 % 10.20 % 5.37 % 1.82 % 3.74 % 13.93 % 6.51 % 2.53 % 4.24 % basisbuilder_data_880e6a8f-5524-48c7-8e2c-f38ffea7f44d
8x1 1E-05 276 132 200x80 Yes 2.08 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 2.08 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 10.18 % 5.36 % 1.81 % 3.74 % 14.02 % 6.50 % 2.52 % 4.25 % basisbuilder_data_5db9570a-8c53-4526-881e-6ac460c2e9e9
8x2 1E-05 479 119 200x80 Yes 2.10 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 2.10 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 10.10 % 5.35 % 1.78 % 3.75 % 13.93 % 6.49 % 2.48 % 4.27 % basisbuilder_data_a99c8e15-4e95-44f0-9df9-178f66aace6c
16x2 1E-05 801 102 200x80 Yes 2.06 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 2.06 % 1.48 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 10.32 % 5.38 % 1.82 % 3.75 % 14.19 % 6.53 % 2.54 % 4.28 % basisbuilder_data_8b495a02-0152-48b9-852a-47e5a459670e
1x1 1E-04 400x160 Yes
4x1 1E-04 155 105 400x160 Yes 1.96 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.34 % 1.96 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.34 % 10.03 % 5.61 % 1.58 % 4.26 % 17.09 % 7.92 % 2.92 % 5.53 % basisbuilder_data_ab2b0999-74dc-490b-b9ce-94052716dbb8
8x1 1E-04 264 84 400x160 Yes 1.94 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 1.94 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 9.87 % 5.59 % 1.56 % 4.26 % 16.89 % 7.89 % 2.92 % 5.47 % basisbuilder_data_dd2233b4-a5ab-4290-92a7-17c2eb3cde54
8x2 1E-04 443 78 400x160 Yes 1.94 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 1.94 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 9.95 % 5.60 % 1.57 % 4.26 % 17.11 % 7.92 % 2.91 % 5.55 % basisbuilder_data_8ace8dde-217e-4da7-96ec-7065ea4bfa0c
16x2 1E-04 751 69 400x160 Yes 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 1.96 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 9.83 % 5.59 % 1.56 % 4.26 % 16.85 % 7.91 % 2.89 % 5.56 % basisbuilder_data_29bd873b-add4-41c5-9d8d-29cf55ef684e
Saturation, 200x80, Greedy Tolerance 1e-4
Coarse 
Grid Size
Number of 
Snapshots
Relative L2 Errors Relative H1 Errors
No PCA PCA No PCA PCA
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
1x1 139 5.36 % 3.74 % 6.48 % 4.24 %
4x1 110 5.35 % 3.74 % 5.36 % 3.75 % 6.48 % 4.23 % 6.50 % 4.26 %
8x1 87 5.34 % 3.73 % 5.37 % 3.75 % 6.47 % 4.21 % 6.52 % 4.26 %
8x2 79 5.34 % 3.73 % 5.35 % 3.74 % 6.47 % 4.22 % 6.50 % 4.26 %
16x2 69 5.39 % 3.76 % 5.39 % 3.75 % 6.53 % 4.27 % 6.55 % 4.26 %
Saturation, 400x160, Greedy Tolerance 1e-4
Coarse 
Grid Size
Number of 
Snapshots
Relative L2 Errors Relative H1 Errors
No PCA PCA No PCA PCA
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
1x1 134 5.59 % 4.26 % 7.88 % 5.49 %
4x1 105 5.59 % 4.25 % 5.61 % 4.26 % 7.88 % 5.45 % 7.92 % 5.53 %
8x1 84 5.58 % 4.25 % 5.59 % 4.26 % 7.89 % 5.53 % 7.89 % 5.47 %
8x2 78 5.58 % 4.25 % 5.60 % 4.26 % 7.90 % 5.51 % 7.92 % 5.55 %
16x2 69 5.59 % 4.25 % 5.59 % 4.26 % 7.89 % 5.50 % 7.91 % 5.56 %
Pressure, 400x160, Greedy Tolerance 1e-4
Coarse 
Grid Size
Number of 
Snapshots
Relative L2 Errors Relative H1 Errors
No PCA PCA No PCA PCA
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
1x1 134 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.36 % 1.33 %
4x1 105 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.36 % 1.34 % 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.36 % 1.34 %
8x1 84 1.35 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.35 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 %
8x2 78 1.36 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.36 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 %
16x2 69 1.36 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.36 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 %
Table 2: Relative L2 and H1 discrepancies between the saturation computed with Al-
gorithm 3 and the saturation computed with the fine-scale algorithm 1 for
different coarse mesh configurations: Number of snapshots needed during the
basis construction, mean relative L2 discrepancy and relative L2 discrepancy
at end time T without using the CA, respective quantities after usage of the
PCA, respective quantities for the H1 norm
CoarseGridSize Greed
yToler
ance
Basis
Size
NumS
napsh
ots
FineMe
sh
PCA Pressure Saturation Hash
L2 H1 L2 H1
Max Mean SD TEnd Max Mean SD TEnd Max Mean SD TEnd Max Mean SD TEnd
1x1 1E-04 139 139 200x80 No 2.10 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.34 % 2.10 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.34 % 10.17 % 5.36 % 1.80 % 3.74 % 13.78 % 6.48 % 2.50 % 4.24 % basisbuilder_data_e08ecd4a-7fe7-46e0-8b20-436e4572b401
4x1 1E-04 373 110 200x80 No 2.07 % 1.46 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 2.07 % 1.46 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 10.08 % 5.35 % 1.80 % 3.74 % 13.98 % 6.48 % 2.51 % 4.23 % basisbuilder_data_00965267-9ab7-415b-a2c3-bdab628c15ba
8x1 1E-04 588 87 200x80 No 2.05 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.32 % 2.05 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.32 % 10.08 % 5.34 % 1.81 % 3.73 % 13.91 % 6.47 % 2.53 % 4.21 % basisbuilder_data_eae9c64c-0456-477e-a634-51b3cf01ecae
8x2 1E-04 1059 79 200x80 No 2.06 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 2.06 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 10.05 % 5.34 % 1.79 % 3.73 % 13.75 % 6.47 % 2.50 % 4.22 % basisbuilder_data_78dc5df2-e7e2-4b2d-8a38-3e3ff0756035
16x2 1E-04 1795 69 200x80 No 2.04 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.34 % 2.04 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.34 % 10.21 % 5.39 % 1.81 % 3.76 % 13.97 % 6.53 % 2.51 % 4.27 % basisbuilder_data_419fa75d-aa42-4065-890c-b99b415b2557
1x1 1E-05 201 201 200x80 No 2.07 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 2.07 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 10.12 % 5.35 % 1.79 % 3.74 % 13.89 % 6.47 % 2.50 % 4.23 % basisbuilder_data_3cafe82b-34cd-478c-abbb-a857e7c4751d
4x1 1E-05 529 162 200x80 No 2.05 % 1.46 % 0.32 % 1.32 % 2.05 % 1.46 % 0.32 % 1.32 % 10.18 % 5.37 % 1.81 % 3.75 % 14.04 % 6.51 % 2.54 % 4.25 % basisbuilder_data_2a628bb0-27de-494b-9483-aabb1255b46d
8x1 1E-05 808 132 200x80 No 2.06 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 2.06 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 10.13 % 5.38 % 1.82 % 3.76 % 13.83 % 6.51 % 2.52 % 4.27 % basisbuilder_data_93a7b292-203f-463c-b98e-1f68392fec3f
8x2 1E-05 1438 119 200x80 No 2.09 % 1.49 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 2.09 % 1.49 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 10.09 % 5.37 % 1.81 % 3.74 % 13.79 % 6.49 % 2.51 % 4.23 % basisbuilder_data_1eca4182-d36b-421d-af9c-d49618bfa489
16x2 1E-05 2410 102 200x80 No 2.05 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 2.05 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.32 % 10.14 % 5.36 % 1.81 % 3.74 % 13.90 % 6.49 % 2.52 % 4.21 % basisbuilder_data_be6f00bc-f030-4508-b617-edf02feaa488
1x1 1E-04 134 134 400x160 No 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 9.88 % 5.59 % 1.56 % 4.26 % 16.88 % 7.88 % 2.88 % 5.49 % basisbuilder_data_7f64d0ef-62f4-4274-8397-7d1ddd8b9364
4x1 1E-04 353 105 400x160 No 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.35 % 1.33 % 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.35 % 1.33 % 9.88 % 5.59 % 1.56 % 4.25 % 17.17 % 7.88 % 2.90 % 5.45 % basisbuilder_data_74309b66-662e-400c-90fb-428b81681a9b
8x1 1E-04 565 84 400x160 No 1.94 % 1.35 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 1.94 % 1.35 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 9.81 % 5.58 % 1.55 % 4.25 % 16.71 % 7.89 % 2.86 % 5.53 % basisbuilder_data_8b6324d2-2804-4488-94ac-fceba30da60c
8x2 1E-04 1030 78 400x160 No 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 9.90 % 5.58 % 1.55 % 4.25 % 17.11 % 7.90 % 2.88 % 5.51 % basisbuilder_data_cfdd8fb4-da66-4add-aa99-67251b504133
16x2 1E-04 1771 69 400x160 No 1.96 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 1.96 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.32 % 9.86 % 5.59 % 1.56 % 4.25 % 16.92 % 7.89 % 2.89 % 5.50 % basisbuilder_data_de7090ee-fccd-420f-9d23-e1d2c1e9bd1d
1x1 1E-04 200x80 Yes
4x1 1E-04 170 110 200x80 Yes 2.08 % 1.49 % 0.33 % 1.34 % 2.08 % 1.49 % 0.33 % 1.34 % 10.22 % 5.36 % 1.81 % 3.75 % 13.96 % 6.50 % 2.52 % 4.26 % basisbuilder_data_aad6d533-f3d9-476c-a954-2c4a552f1cba
8x1 1E-04 270 87 200x80 Yes 2.07 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 2.07 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 10.26 % 5.37 % 1.82 % 3.75 % 14.09 % 6.52 % 2.54 % 4.26 % basisbuilder_data_629110c4-afa0-4317-af29-0a9174749c41
8x2 1E-04 479 79 200x80 Yes 2.06 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 2.06 % 1.47 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 10.17 % 5.35 % 1.80 % 3.74 % 13.77 % 6.50 % 2.50 % 4.26 % basisbuilder_data_079b1409-8aa3-471a-850a-0afa83fb6c17
16x2 1E-04 818 69 200x80 Yes 2.04 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 2.05 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 10.23 % 5.39 % 1.82 % 3.75 % 14.12 % 6.55 % 2.55 % 4.26 % basisbuilder_data_a72353cd-06ea-4644-8bee-b1d2c9d9652d
1x1 1E-05 200x80 Yes
4x1 1E-05 168 162 200x80 Yes 2.08 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.34 % 2.08 % 1.49 % 0.33 % 1.35 % 10.20 % 5.37 % 1.82 % 3.74 % 13.93 % 6.51 % 2.53 % 4.24 % basisbuilder_data_880e6a8f-5524-48c7-8e2c-f38ffea7f44d
8x1 1E-05 276 132 200x80 Yes 2.08 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 2.08 % 1.48 % 0.33 % 1.33 % 10.18 % 5.36 % 1.81 % 3.74 % 14.02 % 6.50 % 2.52 % 4.25 % basisbuilder_data_5db9570a-8c53-4526-881e-6ac460c2e9e9
8x2 1E-05 479 119 200x80 Yes 2.10 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 2.10 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 10.10 % 5.35 % 1.78 % 3.75 % 13.93 % 6.49 % 2.48 % 4.27 % basisbuilder_data_a99c8e15-4e95-44f0-9df9-178f66aace6c
16x2 1E-05 801 102 200x80 Yes 2.06 % 1.47 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 2.06 % 1.48 % 0.32 % 1.33 % 10.32 % 5.38 % 1.82 % 3.75 % 14.19 % 6.53 % 2.54 % 4.28 % basisbuilder_data_8b495a02-0152-48b9-852a-47e5a459670e
1x1 1E-04 400x160 Yes
4x1 1E-04 155 105 400x160 Yes 1.96 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.34 % 1.96 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.34 % 10.03 % 5.61 % 1.58 % 4.26 % 17.09 % 7.92 % 2.92 % 5.53 % basisbuilder_data_ab2b0999-74dc-490b-b9ce-94052716dbb8
8x1 1E-04 264 84 400x160 Yes 1.94 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 1.94 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 9.87 % 5.59 % 1.56 % 4.26 % 16.89 % 7.89 % 2.92 % 5.47 % basisbuilder_data_dd2233b4-a5ab-4290-92a7-17c2eb3cde54
8x2 1E-04 443 78 400x160 Yes 1.94 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 1.94 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 9.95 % 5.60 % 1.57 % 4.26 % 17.11 % 7.92 % 2.91 % 5.55 % basisbuilder_data_8ace8dde-217e-4da7-96ec-7065ea4bfa0c
16x2 1E-04 751 69 400x160 Yes 1.95 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 1.96 % 1.36 % 0.34 % 1.33 % 9.83 % 5.59 % 1.56 % 4.26 % 16.85 % 7.91 % 2.89 % 5.56 % basisbuilder_data_29bd873b-add4-41c5-9d8d-29cf55ef684e
Saturation, 200x80, Greedy Tolerance 1e-4
Coarse 
Grid Size
Number of 
Snapshots
Relative L2 Errors Relative H1 Errors
No PCA PCA No PCA PCA
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
1x1 139 5.36 % 3.74 % 6.48 % 4.24 %
4x1 110 5.35 % 3.74 % 5.3  % 3.75 % 6.48 % 4.23 % 6.50 % 4.26 %
8x1 87 5.34 % 3.73 % 5.37 % 3.75 % 6.47 % 4.21 % 6.52 % 4.26 %
8x2 79 5.34 % 3.73 % 5.35 % 3.74 % 6.47 % 4.22 % 6.50 % 4.26 %
16x2 69 5.39 % 3.76 % 5.39 % 3.75 % 6.53 % 4.27 % 6.55 % 4.26 %
Saturation, 400x160, Greedy Tolerance 1e-4
Coarse 
Grid Size
Number of 
Snapshots
Relative L2 Errors Relative H1 Errors
No PCA PCA No PCA PCA
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
1x1 134 5.59 % 4.26 % 7.88 % 5.49 %
4x1 105 5.59 % 4.25 % 5.61 % 4.26 % 7.88 % 5.45 % 7.92 % 5.53 %
8x1 84 5.58 % 4.25 % 5.59 % 4.26 % 7.89 % 5.53 % 7.89 % 5.47 %
8x2 78 5.58 % 4.25 % 5.60 % 4.26 % 7.90 % 5.51 % 7.92 % 5.55 %
16x2 69 5.59 % 4.25 % 5.59 % 4.26 % 7.89 % 5.50 % 7.91 % 5.56 %
Pressure, 400x160, Greedy Tolerance 1e-4
Coarse 
Grid Size
Number of 
Snapshots
Relative L2 Errors Relative H1 Errors
No PCA PCA No PCA PCA
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
Mean 
Error
Error at 
End Time
1x1 134 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.36 % 1.33 %
4x1 105 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.36 % 1.34 % 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.36 % 1.34 %
8x1 84 1.35 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.35 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 %
8x2 78 1.36 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.36 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 %
16x2 69 1.36 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 % 1.36 % 1.32 % 1.36 % 1.33 %
Table 3: Relative L2 and H1 discrepancies between the pressure computed with Algo-
rithm 3 and the pressure computed with the fine-scale algorithm 1 for different
coarse mesh configurations: Number of snapshots needed during the basis con-
struction, mean relative L2 discrepancy and relative L2 discrepancy at end
time T without using the PCA, respective quantities after usage of the PCA,
respective quantities for the H1 norm
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Test runs with a different tolerance tol = 10
−5 for the Greedy basis construction
(Algorithm 2) exhibit the same discrepancies in both the L2 and H1 norms. Further,
computations with higher numbers of mobility profiles (M = 10, 12, 20) give roughly the
same discrepancies. This gives rise to the assumption that the error is dominated by
different phenomena, which we consider to be twofold: First, the assumption that the
time-of-flight is invariant for the whole simulation is not valid in some regions. Therefore,
the position of the saturation front and its impact on the mobility cannot be represented
correctly. Second, the profile of the mobility along streamlines is not approximated well
enough due to the ad-hoc profile generation in Algorithm 2.
To support the first statement, we present in Figure 8 the absolute value of the differ-
ence between the SWIP-DG approximation sNTh and our approximation of the saturation
sNTH at end time t
NT . We see that huge discrepancies arise in three distinct positions:
around the point x = (30, 35), the point x = (40, 10), and the point x = (80, 1). These
positions are located directly downwind along the streamlines from points where the
time-of-flight changes significantly during the test run, see Figure 9. The error produced
in those regions is then transported through the domain along the streamlines, hence
the error distribution to be seen in Figure 8 is established.
The second statement can be justified by using M high-dimensional saturation ap-
proximations sn1h , . . . , s
nM
h at points t
1, . . . , tM in time to form the profiles in Step 1c of
Algorithm 2:
Λqw = λw(s
q
h), Λ
q
o = λo(s
q
h).
In doing so, we ensure that the shape of the mobility profiles along streamlines is correct
and the error of the LRBMS two-phase flow scheme should decrease drastically. Indeed,
for M = 8, this procedure decreases the mean relative L2-discrepancy to 2.3% with a
standard deviation of 2.0%. Even more: The L2-discrepancy at t = T is reduced by a
factor of ten to 0.45%. Obviously, using multiple high-dimensional saturation profiles is
not possible in general as the model order reduction would become superfluous, but two
other remedies could be implemented: One could be to recompute the mobility profiles
and the reduced basis after a certain number of time steps tn using the time-of-flight for
snh. Another approach could be to solve the full high-dimensional two-phase flow problem
along some streamlines in one dimension in a preparatory step and use a combination
of the resulting mobility profiles as a replacement for those in Step 1c of Algorithm 2.
In Table 4 we present runtimes for the basis construction part of the LRBMS two-phase
flow scheme. Again, we give the coarse grid configuration (column one) and the number
of snapshots needed (column two). The third column then shows the time needed for the
basis construction (Algorithm 2). The timings presented here include the time for the
computation of the mobility profiles (about 13 seconds), the so-called “training”-step
(computation of all reduced solutions, evaluation of the error measure, selection of the
parameter for basis extension), and the extension-step including the computation of a
high-dimensional snapshot and application of the Gram-Schmidt procedure. It does not
contain the application of the PCA which is consistently below one second for all coarse
grid configurations and hence can be considered negilgible. The time needed to compute
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Figure 8: Absolute value of the difference in the saturation sNTh computed with the full
high-dimensional scheme and the saturation sNTH computed with the LRBMS
scheme at end time T
Figure 9: Absolute difference between the time-of-flight for the initial saturation s0 and
the time-of-flight for the saturation computed with the LRBMS scheme for a
coarse grid with 16× 2 cells at time t = 10000s
the reduced basis Φ is 50 minutes on one coarse cell (which corresponds to a standard
Reduced Basis method), goes up to 1 hour 7 minutes for a coarse grid of size 4× 1 and
is then reduced to 45 minutes for all other coarse grids. The increase in total runtime
from line one to line two can explained by the relatively high number of iterations that
is still needed to reach the error tolerance with an increased per-step cost due to the
larger reduced bases. This effect would vanish if the snapshot computation (column
four) was more expensive, for larger fine grids, for example. As mentioned earlier,
we use the true error as error measure. The time for error estimation in column five
includes the time needed to reconstruct a high-dimensional snapshot from each reduced
solution and compute the difference in the L2-norm. The time for computation of the
high-dimensional snapshots itself is not included.
In conclusion we can say that for the test case at hand, introduction of more coarse
cells yields slight reductions in terms of runtime. As the computation of the snapshots
shows a speedup by a factor of two for the computation on 32 coarse cells compared to the
computation on one coarse cell, we can expect the runtime-gain to increase drastically
as the size of the fine mesh—and hence the time for the computation of one high-
dimensional snapshot—is increased.
Finally, in Table 5 we present runtimes for the two-phase flow simulation (Step 5 in
Algorithm 3) for uncompressed bases (that is: bases that were computed without usage
of the PCA) and compressed bases on different coarse grids and, for comparison, the
same runtimes for a full high-dimensional computation. We see that for the reduced
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Coarse Grid 
Size
Greedy 
Tolerance
Basis Size Num 
Snapshots
FineMesh PCA Profile 
Computa
tion
Basis Generation Runtime Corrected? Online Time Runtime Corrected Hash Comment
1x1 1E-04 139 139 200x80 No 4s 0h 9m 31s x 0h 51m 55s basisbuilder_data_e08ecd4a-7fe7-46e0-8b20-436e4572b401
4x1 1E-04 373 110 200x80 No 4s 0h 29m 37s x 0h 48m 12s basisbuilder_data_00965267-9ab7-415b-a2c3-bdab628c15ba
8x1 1E-04 588 87 200x80 No 10s 0h 32m 7s 1h 5m 35s basisbuilder_data_eae9c64c-0456-477e-a634-51b3cf01ecae
8x2 1E-04 1059 79 200x80 No 5s 0h 38m 38s 0h 34m 16s basisbuilder_data_78dc5df2-e7e2-4b2d-8a38-3e3ff0756035
16x2 1E-04 1795 69 200x80 No 7s 1h 40m 50s 0h 57m 56s basisbuilder_data_419fa75d-aa42-4065-890c-b99b415b2557
1x1 1E-05 201 201 200x80 No 4s 0h 22m 51s 0h 31m 16s basisbuilder_data_3cafe82b-34cd-478c-abbb-a857e7c4751d
4x1 1E-05 529 162 200x80 No 4s 0h 59m 20s 0h 32m 23s basisbuilder_data_2a628bb0-27de-494b-9483-aabb1255b46d
8x1 1E-05 808 132 200x80 No 4s 0h 43m 57s 0h 31m 0s basisbuilder_data_93a7b292-203f-463c-b98e-1f68392fec3f
8x2 1E-05 1438 119 200x80 No 4s 1h 8m 11s 0h 44m 38s basisbuilder_data_1eca4182-d36b-421d-af9c-d49618bfa489
16x2 1E-05 2410 102 200x80 No 4s 4h 8m 16s 1h 19m 10s basisbuilder_data_be6f00bc-f030-4508-b617-edf02feaa488
1x1 1E-04 134 134 400x160 No 25s 0h 50m 6s x 2h 37m 6s x basisbuilder_data_7f64d0ef-62f4-4274-8397-7d1ddd8b9364 basisbuilder_data_fae01749-fbba-4dfa-a119-fbdcf581b9aa
4x1 1E-04 353 105 400x160 No 24s 1h 7m 19s x 2h 41m 25s x basisbuilder_data_74309b66-662e-400c-90fb-428b81681a9b basisbuilder_data_ce4c0b2d-58a2-4cda-b23b-c3fa12ce3182
8x1 1E-04 565 84 400x160 No 25s 0h 45m 30s x 6h 35m 6s basisbuilder_data_8b6324d2-2804-4488-94ac-fceba30da60c basisbuilder_data_c6ff3ba4-ef5e-479b-b02c-27242fbcf50e
8x2 1E-04 1030 78 400x160 No 29s 0h 46m 36s x 6h 32m 6s basisbuilder_data_cfdd8fb4-da66-4add-aa99-67251b504133 basisbuilder_data_b8cc094c-478c-41d0-b88b-a14ea3a6b4fe
16x2 1E-04 1771 69 400x160 No 25s 0h 45m 48s x 7h 21m 47s basisbuilder_data_de7090ee-fccd-420f-9d23-e1d2c1e9bd1d basisbuilder_data_fead057f-8223-40fb-90e7-f6068756fd44
1x1 1E-04 200x80 Yes
4x1 1E-04 170 110 200x80 Yes 5s 0h 35m 37s 0h 47m 32s basisbuilder_data_aad6d533-f3d9-476c-a954-2c4a552f1cba
8x1 1E-04 270 87 200x80 Yes 5s 0h 33m 13s 0h 54m 48s basisbuilder_data_629110c4-afa0-4317-af29-0a9174749c41
8x2 1E-04 479 79 200x80 Yes 6s 0h 44m 36s 1h 10m 21s basisbuilder_data_079b1409-8aa3-471a-850a-0afa83fb6c17
16x2 1E-04 818 69 200x80 Yes 5s 1h 47m 7s 0h 34m 16s basisbuilder_data_a72353cd-06ea-4644-8bee-b1d2c9d9652d
1x1 1E-05 200x80 Yes
4x1 1E-05 168 162 200x80 Yes 4s 0h 55m 30s 0h 29m 3s basisbuilder_data_880e6a8f-5524-48c7-8e2c-f38ffea7f44d
8x1 1E-05 276 132 200x80 Yes 4s 0h 41m 18s 0h 29m 23s basisbuilder_data_5db9570a-8c53-4526-881e-6ac460c2e9e9
8x2 1E-05 479 119 200x80 Yes 4s 1h 8m 5s 0h 30m 15s basisbuilder_data_a99c8e15-4e95-44f0-9df9-178f66aace6c
16x2 1E-05 801 102 200x80 Yes 4s 4h 2m 15s 0h 28m 37s basisbuilder_data_8b495a02-0152-48b9-852a-47e5a459670e
1x1 1E-04 400x160 Yes
4x1 1E-04 155 105 400x160 Yes 25s 4h 25m 35s 6h 24m 10s basisbuilder_data_ab2b0999-74dc-490b-b9ce-94052716dbb8
8x1 1E-04 264 84 400x160 Yes 24s 2h 37m 38s 6h 28m 14s basisbuilder_data_dd2233b4-a5ab-4290-92a7-17c2eb3cde54
8x2 1E-04 443 78 400x160 Yes 25s 2h 16m 32s 6h 28m 54s basisbuilder_data_8ace8dde-217e-4da7-96ec-7065ea4bfa0c
16x2 1E-04 751 69 400x160 Yes 24s 2h 41m 9s 6h 24m 51s basisbuilder_data_29bd873b-add4-41c5-9d8d-29cf55ef684e
Highdim 200x80 1h 0m 24s basisbuilder_data_e08ecd4a-7fe7-46e0-8b20-436e4572b401
Highdim 400x160 21h$14m$24s basisbuilder_data_7f64d0ef-62f4-4274-8397-7d1ddd8b9364
Basis Construction
Coarse 
Grid Size
Number of 
Snapshots
Basis 
Generation 
Total
Snapshot 
Computation
Error 
Estimation
1x1 134 50m 6s 15m 39s 19m 52s
4x1 105 67m 19s 12m 19s 12m 15s
8x1 84 45m 34s 9m 52s 9m 3s
8x2 78 46m 36s 9m 9s 9m 37s
16x2 69 45m 48s 8m 6s 10m 25s
Two-Phase Flow Simulation
Coarse 
Grid Size
Number of 
Snapshots
Total Elliptic 
Part
Pressure 
Solver
Velocity 
Recons.
Saturation 
Part
ODE Solver
1x1 134 2h 37m 1h 0m 5m 28s 46m 22s 1h 36m 35s 1h 35m 59s
4x1 105 2h 41m 1h 1m 5m 5s 47m 11s 1h 40m 23s 1h 39m 47s
8x1 84 2h 38m 1h 0m 5m 25s 46m 31s 1h 36m 57s 1h 36m 21s
8x2 78
16x2 69
Table 4: Runtimes for the basis construction (Algorithm 2): Coarse grid size, number of
snapshots computed, total runtime, total time for snapshot computation, total
time for error estimation
simulations, more than 50% of the overall runtime of about 2 hours 40 minutes is spend
in the application of the ODE solver and slope limiter for the saturation equation. About
one hour is spend for the elliptic equation with about 45 minutes for the reconstruction
of the flux (see Definition 2). For uncompressed bases, computing all pressure solutions
takes five to 15 minutes, depending on the coarse grid and respective basis size, for
compressed bases those times drop to two to five minutes.
The time to solution for one reduced pressure computation therefore ranges from 20
milliseconds on the 1×1, 4×1 and 8×1 coarse grids to 50 milliseconds on the 8×2 and
16× 2 coarse grids using the PCA. Comparing these runtimes to the time needed for a
high-dimensional simulation we see the advantage of our method: The high-dimensional
test run takes approximately 16 hours with nearly 90% of the time spent in the treatment
of the elliptic equation: more than two hours are spent assembling the pressure system,
solving it takes approximatly 11 hours in total (approximately seven seconds per solve).
The speed-up for the solution of the pressure equation is approximately a factor 140.
Because nothing was done to speed up the transport solve, the overall speed-up for
the two-phase flow simulation (high-dimensional vs. basis construction and reduced
simulation) is five. To also speed up the transport solve significantly, one could replace
the explicit temporal discretization by a backward Euler scheme and utilize the fact
that the resulting nonlinear system share the same unidirectional flow properties as the
time-of-flight equation and hence can be computed in a per-element fashion with local
control over the nonlinear iterations; see [53] for details. Note that in this case, the slope
limiter presented in Section 3 needs to be replaced by a different kind of stabilization as
it is not compliant with implicit time stepping schemes.
7 Summary and Outlook
We introduced a localized version of the Reduced Basis method. The idea of our approach
is to make use of two computational meshes: A fine mesh is used to compute detailed
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Coarse Grid 
Size
Greedy 
Tolerance
Basis Size Num 
Snapshots
FineMesh PCA Profile 
Computa
tion
Basis Generation Runtime Corrected? Online Time Runtime Corrected Hash Comment
1x1 1E-04 139 139 200x80 No 4s 0h 9m 31s x 0h 51m 55s basisbuilder_data_e08ecd4a-7fe7-46e0-8b20-436e4572b401
4x1 1E-04 373 110 200x80 No 4s 0h 29m 37s x 0h 48m 12s basisbuilder_data_00965267-9ab7-415b-a2c3-bdab628c15ba
8x1 1E-04 588 87 200x80 No 10s 0h 32m 7s 1h 5m 35s basisbuilder_data_eae9c64c-0456-477e-a634-51b3cf01ecae
8x2 1E-04 1059 79 200x80 No 5s 0h 38m 38s 0h 34m 16s basisbuilder_data_78dc5df2-e7e2-4b2d-8a38-3e3ff0756035
16x2 1E-04 1795 69 200x80 No 7s 1h 40m 50s 0h 57m 56s basisbuilder_data_419fa75d-aa42-4065-890c-b99b415b2557
1x1 1E-05 201 201 200x80 No 4s 0h 22m 51s 0h 31m 16s basisbuilder_data_3cafe82b-34cd-478c-abbb-a857e7c4751d
4x1 1E-05 529 162 200x80 No 4s 0h 59m 20s 0h 32m 23s basisbuilder_data_2a628bb0-27de-494b-9483-aabb1255b46d
8x1 1E-05 808 132 200x80 No 4s 0h 43m 57s 0h 31m 0s basisbuilder_data_93a7b292-203f-463c-b98e-1f68392fec3f
8x2 1E-05 1438 119 200x80 No 4s 1h 8m 11s 0h 44m 38s basisbuilder_data_1eca4182-d36b-421d-af9c-d49618bfa489
16x2 1E-05 2410 102 200x80 No 4s 4h 8m 16s 1h 19m 10s basisbuilder_data_be6f00bc-f030-4508-b617-edf02feaa488
1x1 1E-04 134 134 400x160 No 25s 0h 50m 6s x 2h 37m 6s x basisbuilder_data_7f64d0ef-62f4-4274-8397-7d1ddd8b9364 basisbuilder_data_fae01749-fbba-4dfa-a119-fbdcf581b9aa
4x1 1E-04 353 105 400x160 No 24s 1h 7m 19s x 2h 41m 25s x basisbuilder_data_74309b66-662e-400c-90fb-428b81681a9b basisbuilder_data_ce4c0b2d-58a2-4cda-b23b-c3fa12ce3182
8x1 1E-04 565 84 400x160 No 25s 0h 45m 30s x 6h 35m 6s basisbuilder_data_8b6324d2-2804-4488-94ac-fceba30da60c basisbuilder_data_c6ff3ba4-ef5e-479b-b02c-27242fbcf50e
8x2 1E-04 1030 78 400x160 No 29s 0h 46m 36s x 6h 32m 6s basisbuilder_data_cfdd8fb4-da66-4add-aa99-67251b504133 basisbuilder_data_b8cc094c-478c-41d0-b88b-a14ea3a6b4fe
16x2 1E-04 1771 69 400x160 No 25s 0h 45m 48s x 7h 21m 47s basisbuilder_data_de7090ee-fccd-420f-9d23-e1d2c1e9bd1d basisbuilder_data_fead057f-8223-40fb-90e7-f6068756fd44
1x1 1E-04 200x80 Yes
4x1 1E-04 170 110 200x80 Yes 5s 0h 35m 37s 0h 47m 32s basisbuilder_data_aad6d533-f3d9-476c-a954-2c4a552f1cba
8x1 1E-04 270 87 200x80 Yes 5s 0h 33m 13s 0h 54m 48s basisbuilder_data_629110c4-afa0-4317-af29-0a9174749c41
8x2 1E-04 479 79 200x80 Yes 6s 0h 44m 36s 1h 10m 21s basisbuilder_data_079b1409-8aa3-471a-850a-0afa83fb6c17
16x2 1E-04 818 69 200x80 Yes 5s 1h 47m 7s 0h 34m 16s basisbuilder_data_a72353cd-06ea-4644-8bee-b1d2c9d9652d
1x1 1E-05 200x80 Yes
4x1 1E-05 168 162 200x80 Yes 4s 0h 55m 30s 0h 29m 3s basisbuilder_data_880e6a8f-5524-48c7-8e2c-f38ffea7f44d
8x1 1E-05 276 132 200x80 Yes 4s 0h 41m 18s 0h 29m 23s basisbuilder_data_5db9570a-8c53-4526-881e-6ac460c2e9e9
8x2 1E-05 479 119 200x80 Yes 4s 1h 8m 5s 0h 30m 15s basisbuilder_data_a99c8e15-4e95-44f0-9df9-178f66aace6c
16x2 1E-05 801 102 200x80 Yes 4s 4h 2m 15s 0h 28m 37s basisbuilder_data_8b495a02-0152-48b9-852a-47e5a459670e
1x1 1E-04 400x160 Yes
4x1 1E-04 155 105 400x160 Yes 25s 4h 25m 35s 6h 24m 10s basisbuilder_data_ab2b0999-74dc-490b-b9ce-94052716dbb8
8x1 1E-04 264 84 400x160 Yes 24s 2h 37m 38s 6h 28m 14s basisbuilder_data_dd2233b4-a5ab-4290-92a7-17c2eb3cde54
8x2 1E-04 443 78 400x160 Yes 25s 2h 16m 32s 6h 28m 54s basisbuilder_data_8ace8dde-217e-4da7-96ec-7065ea4bfa0c
16x2 1E-04 751 69 400x160 Yes 24s 2h 41m 9s 6h 24m 51s basisbuilder_data_29bd873b-add4-41c5-9d8d-29cf55ef684e
Highdim 200x80 1h 0m 24s basisbuilder_data_e08ecd4a-7fe7-46e0-8b20-436e4572b401
Highdim 400x160 21h$14m$24s basisbuilder_data_7f64d0ef-62f4-4274-8397-7d1ddd8b9364
Basis Construction
Coarse 
Grid Size
Number of 
Snapshots
Basis 
Generation 
Total
Snapshot 
Computation
Error 
Estimation
1x1 134 50m 6s 15m 39s 19m 52s
4x1 105 67m 19s 12m 19s 12m 15s
8x1 84 45m 34s 9m 52s 9m 3s
8x2 78 46m 36s 9m 9s 9m 37s
16x2 69 45m 48s 8m 6s 10m 25s
Two-Phase Flow Simulation, No PCA
Coarse 
Grid Size
Total Elliptic 
Part
Pressure 
Solver
Velocity 
Recons.
Saturation 
Part
1x1 2h 37m 1h 0m 5m 28s 46m 22s 1h 36m 35s
4x1 2h 41m 1h 1m 5m 5s 47m 11s 1h 40m 23s
8x1 2h 38m 1h 0m 5m 25s 46m 31s 1h 36m 57s
8x2 2h 40m 1h 4m 10m 40s 44m 45s 1h 35m 59s
16x2 2h 45m 1h 9m 15m 3s 45m 7s 1h 35m 59s
Two-Phase Flow Simulation, PCA
Coarse 
Grid Size
Total Elliptic 
Part
Pressure 
Solver
Velocity 
Recons.
Saturation 
Part
1x1
4x1 2h 34m 0h 56m 1m 59s 45m 11s 1h 38m 5s
8x1 2h 31m 0h 55m 2m 0s 44m 21s 1h 36m 24s
8x2 2h 41m 0h 55m 3m 0s 43m 53s 1h 45m 49s
16x2 2h 37m 0h 57m 4m 42s 44m 26s 1h 39m 11s
Two-Phase Flow Simulation
No PCA PCA
Coarse 
Grid Size
Total Elliptic 
Part
Pressure 
Solver
Velocity 
Recons.
Saturation 
Part
Total Elliptic 
Part
Pressure 
Solver
Velocity 
Recons.
Saturation 
Part
1x1 2h 37m 1h 0m 5m 28s 46m 22s 1h 36m 35s
4x1 2h 41m 1h 1m 5m 5s 47m 11s 1h 40m 23s 2h 34m 0h 56m 1m 59s 45m 11s 1h 38m 5s
8x1 2h 38m 1h 0m 5m 25s 46m 31s 1h 36m 57s 2h 31m 0h 55m 2m 0s 44m 21s 1h 36m 24s
8x2 2h 40m 1h 4m 10m 40s 44m 45s 1h 35m 59s 2h 41m 0h 55m 3m 0s 43m 53s 1h 45m 49s
16x2 2h 45m 1h 9m 15m 3s 45m 7s 1h 35m 59s 2h 37m 0h 57m 4m 42s 44m 26s 1h 39m 11s
High-Dim. 15h 58m 14h 23m 11h 13m 43m 29s 1h 34m 50s
Two-Phase Flow Simulation, Full High-Dim
Coarse 
Grid Size
Total Elliptic 
Part
Pressure 
Solver
Velocity Recons. Saturation Part
1x1 15h 58m 14h 23m 11h 13m 43m 28s 725ms 1h 34m 50s
Speed-Ups
Pressure Solve 143.324961421719
Overall 4.72695007714632
Table 5: Runtimes for Step 5 of Algorithm 3 for uncompressed and compressed bases:
Coarse grid size, total runtime, time spent for treatment of the elliptic equa-
tion, thereof time spent in pressure solve and velocity reconstruction and time
spent in saturation part. Last line: same numbers for a full high-dimensional
simulation
solutions of a parametrized elliptic equation for different parameters. Those solutions
are then localized to the cells of a second, coarser mesh. An optional data compression
is applied and the result is used as basis for a reduced-dimensional surrogate of the high-
dimensional scheme. We applied this technique to the pressure equation in a two-phase
flow setting replacing the orignal mobility by a parametrized approximation. We were
able to demonstrate significant reduction of the computational effort at acceptable error
compared to a full detailed two-phase flow simulation.
The quality of the reduced approximations for saturation and pressure is mainly de-
cided by the quality of the approximation of the original mobility by our parametrized
surrogate, therefore future work will include improvements of the mobility approxima-
tion.
Mass conservation can only be guaranteed on the coarse mesh of our scheme, in future
work we will address the problem of mass conservation on the fine mesh for the reduced
simulations. Applying the LRBMS to the saturation equation also would be an extension
promising additional speedup.
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